Stability of S-layer proteins for electrochemical nanofabrication.
Crystalline cell surface layer proteins (S-layers) can be used in electrochemical fabrication to create nanoscale arrays of metals and oxides on surfaces so long as the proteins maintain their long-range order during processing. We have explored the stability of the HPI layer protein (the S-layer protein from the microorganism Deinococcus radiodurans) adsorbed onto platinum surfaces after immersion in sulfuric acid or sodium hydroxide electrolytes ranging in pH from 0 to 14 over time periods ranging from 1 to 1000s. Topographic data obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to characterize the protein stability, judged by its retention of long-range order after immersion. The compiled data revealed that, under these solution conditions and in this environment, the HPI layer protein has a dose-dependent structural stability "envelope" in the acidic range from 1<pH<4. The protein retains its long-range order up to 1000s from pH 4 to 11, and has a sharp stability edge between pH 12 and 13. Interestingly, the more stringent requirement of stability (i.e., retention of long-range order) defined in the context of electrochemical fabrication for this protein narrowed the window of stability in pH and time when compared to previous stability studies reported for this protein.